
new in paperback! 

Elgar Encyclopedia of 
Comparative Law 
Edited by Jan M. Smits, Professor of European Private Law, Maastricht University, 
The Netherlands 

'Comparative law is the comparison of law and legal systems 
from around the world. At one time it was a field of limited 
interest and academic participation. However, increasing 
globalization, whether of commerce or culture, makes it 
imperative that citizens learn more about the law of other 
countries. That is the premise of this comprehensive new 
research tool designed for general readers. Some 70 articles 
address topics as diverse as accident compensation, legal 
culture, the European Civil Code, and the law and legal systems 
of a selected set of nations... This single-volume work provides 
an excellent comprehensive overview of the current state of 
affairs in comparative law. Highly recommended. Lower-level 
undergraduates and above;general readers.' 

- J.E. Stephens, Choice 

'The Elgar Encyclopedia of Comparative Law looks set to 
become an indispensable source for the ever increasing body 
of lawyers needing accurate information on the structure and 
working of foreign systems as well as on points of a substantive 
law. Edited by Professor Jan Smits of Maastricht University the 
Encyclopedia is the work of an extremely strong international 
team of noted specialists.' 

- David L Carey Miller, University of Aberdeen, UK 

'The list of contributors is truly 
impressive, not only for its length 
(69 authors) and its geographic 
and jurisdictional diversity (22 
jurisdictions), but also for its high 
caliber. The list includes some 
of the most accomplished comparatists of our time, as well as 
many of the rising stars of the new generation. Their combined 
experience and effort should reward even the most demanding 
ofreaders.' 

- Symeon C.Symeonides, 

Willamette University College of Law, US 

Written by authorities in their respective fields, the contributions 
in this accessible book cover and combine not only questions 
regarding the methodology of comparative law, but also 
specific areas of law (such as administrative law and criminal 
law) and specific topics (such as accident compensation and 
consideration). In addition, the Encyclopedia contains reports 
on a selected set of legal systems and as a whole presents an 
overview of the current state of affairs. 

Contributors: M. Abe, D. Bradley, W.E. Butler, R. Caterina, M. Claes, H. Cousy, E. Dacoronia, G.-R. de Groot, M. Deturbide, R. Dotevall, M.J. de Waal, J.E. du Plessis, 
M.G. Faure, J. Fedtke.F. Ferrari, D.Geradin, H.P.Glenn, M.Gondek, J. Gordley, J. Hage, B.Havel, J.H.Herbots.V. Heutger,G.Howells,M.Hunter-Henin, J. Husa, 
N. Jansen, AJ. Kanning, S.M. Kroll, S.D. Lindenbergh, G. Lubbe, B. Lurger, H.L MacQueen, U. Magnus, K. Mayer, R. Michaels, J.M. Milo, J. Neethling, H.P. Nehl, 
D. Nelken, L. Nottage, C. O'Cinneide, A.E. Orucii, V.V. Palmer, F. Pennings, P. Pichonnaz, B. Pozzo, G. Samuel, M.J. Schermaier, M. Schmidt-Kessel, E. Schrage, G. Shalev, 
LSIepaite,D.Smith,J.M.Smits,VThuronyi,M.Torsello, A.VacquerJ.H.M.van Erp,N.Van Leuven,C.H.van Rhee,R.Verhagen,R.Verkerk,D.Visser,LvanVliet, 
S.Vogenauer,M.Vranken,H.M.Watt,S.Weatherill,T.Weigend,B.Wessels,J.Ziller,P.Zumbansen 

March 2008 840 Paperback 978 1 84720 616 9 $75.00 • 2006 Hardback 978 1 84542 013 0 $285.00 

ELGAR ORIGINAL REFERENCE see website for full contents - www.e-elgar.com 

FROM NORTH ft SOUTH AMERICA 
Edward Elgar Publishing Inc. 
PO Box 574 
Williston.VT 05495-0575 USA 
Tel: (800) 390-3149 
Fax: (802) 864-7626 
eep.orders "aaidcvt.com 

FROM REST OF WORLD 
Morston Book Services Limited 
PO Box 269 
Abingdon Oxon 0X14 4YN UK 
Tel:+44 1235 465500 
Fax: +44 1235 465555 
direct.oider.? marbton.co.uk 

For further infomation, please contact: The Sales and Marketing Department • Edward Elgar Publishing Inc. 
The William Pratt House • 9 Dewey Court • Northampton • MA • 01060-3815 • USA 

\ \ telephone us at: 
^ W a \ (413) 584-5551 

visit our website: 
www.e-elgar.com 

email us: 
elgarinfo@e-elgar.com D E l 

ID 
fax us: 
(413)584-9933 
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INVALUABLE NEW LAW BOOKS FROM * • 

American Journal of International Law (UIL) Cumulative lndexlti1-2009, :\-
Volumes 85-94 
"A-Ruted" - AAl.S l.:i\\ Nooks Recommended for Libraries, List 46, Internrttonal Law, 
Page 3 y • 
The distinguished Ull lias been published «.]iumorly since ll">~. Ii features articles, editorials. 
notes and comments h> pre-eminent scholars mi developments in iniomational law and 
international relations I his cumulative index spans ten years and includes a Tabic of Cases, 
Mibjecl Indcv \uihor Index and I iilc Index. It is indispensable tor all professionals in 
international aw. economics, nade and a I fairs. 

Careers in International Law: A Guide to Career Pat/is and Internships in 
International Law (2007-2008 Edition) 
The tm.de is a valuable resource for any student or ucw professional considering a career in 
unci national law. It contains essays, in which seasoned practitioners share iheir experience'* 
and oiler ad\ ice concerning career paths in public and private international law field-*, such as 
eiiminal. human rights, international trade and much-more 

Law of the International C riminal ( ourt 
Young Sok Kim 
As one of the Korean dcleiMic:* to the Rome Conference in IVW that established the ICC. 
the author is intimatelv familiar with mailers related to die ICC's formation This work 
addresses a host of difficult and common questions about the ICC and also iceords some 
legislative histories of import JIU articles of the ICC Siaiuie. 
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WTO Law, Litigation and Policy: Sourcebook of Internet Material 
Stuart S. Malawer 
This outstanding sourcebook of Interact document** on \\I<> law and the dispute 
resolution system is a tremendous resource With its compaiaiive and institutional focus 
as well as its inclusion of mterdisciplitiaiy information on issue*, of law. trade and 
politics from a range of member states, it will be invaluable to governments and 
professionals worldwide. Its reliance on material available on the Internet provides 
evidence of the growth of the historical revolution in inlormalion and communications 
technology that coincide*- wnh the birth and growth of the \\ I (• itself. 

TO ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY, EMAIL MARKEHNGraVVSHEIN.COM 

& Co., Inc. www.wshein.com 1.800.828.7571 
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A team of experienced librarians and legal research experts is working for you, and you 

didn't even know it. Better yet, you can call on them 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

The EISIL team has broken down the complicated world of researching international 

law into 13 broad categories covering 300 international law topics. At www.eisil.org, 

you'll have easy access to: 

• Primary source documents such as treaties and agreements. 

• Information for cite checking international legal materials for articles, briefs, and 

working papers. 

• The best web sites and other tools for doing further research on an international 

topic. 

Research that used to take days or hours and required an extensive library can now be 

done in minutes! 

Try it. EISIL is fast, easy and FREE. Your team of researchers is waiting. 

Check out EISIL today at www.eisil.org 

Electronic Information System for International Law 

EISIL was developed by the American Society of International Law under a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

IL 
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The American Society of International Law 

Your Resource For 
The Latest And Best 
In International Law 

T H E AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 

MATERIAL!-

SINCE 1906, THE ASIL 
HAS KEPT INDIVIDUALS 

AND INSTITUTIONS 

AROUND THE WORLD 

UP-TO-DATE WITH THE 

BEST INFORMATION ON 

INTERNATIONAL LAW. 

THROUGH ITS 

MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM, 

FLAGSHIP PUBLICATIONS, 

ELECTRONIC 

INFORMATION 

BULLETINS, AND 

RENOWNED MEETINGS 

AND NETWORKING 

OPPORTUNITIES, THE 

ASIL LEADS THE FIELD. 

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT 

www.asil.org. 
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International Law from Hart Publishing 
Hart Publishing is pleased to announce two new series on International Law: 

The Irish Yearbook 
of International Law 
Edited by 
Jean Allain and 
Siobhan Mullaliy 

The Irish Yearbook of International Law is intended 
to stimulate further research into Ireland's practice 
in international affairs and foreign policy, filling a 
gap in existing legal scholarship and assisting in 

the dissemination of Irish thinking and practice on matters of international 
law. On an annual basis, the Yearbook will present peer-reviewed academic 
articles and book reviews on general issues of international law. Designated 
correspondents will provide reports on international law developments in 
Ireland, Irish practice in international fora and the European Union, and the 
practice of joint North-South implementation bodies in Ireland. In addition, 
the Yearbook will reproduce documents that reflect Irish practice on 
contemporary issues of international law and North-South (Irish) relations. 

Publication of the Irish Yearbook ofInternational Lawv/ill make Irish practice 
and opinio juris more readily available to Governments, academics and 
international bodies when determining the content of international law. 
In providing a forum for the documentation and analysis of North-South 
relations the Yearbook will make an important contriburion to post-conflict 
and transitional justice studies internationally. 

Dr Jean Allain is a lecturer in law at Queen's University, Belfast. 
Dr Siobhdn Mullaliy is a senior lecturer in law at University College, Cork. 

Jan 08 320pp Hbk 9781841 137025 US$100 

The Arms Trade and International Law 
ZerayYihdego 

There are believed to be about 700 million small arms and light weapons 
(SALW) in the world, often contributing to highly destabilising security and 
other concerns in international law. SALW are the primary source of 
violations and abuses of humanitarian and human rights principles by states, 
rebels, terrorists and criminals. Many consider them the real weapons of 
mass destruction of our time, causing about half a million deaths annually. 
The unrestricted international transfer of SALW by states (99 states and 
1000 companies involved in manufacturing and supply) is one of the major 
contributory and aggravating factors of this crisis; another is the illicit traffic 
in small arms. This book deals with the proliferation of SALW and their 
unregulated trade and transfer across borders. It addresses questions of 
definition, manufacturing, trade/transfer, and issues relating to state 
responsibility. The primary focus is on conventional small arms, in 
particular military-style weapons. The book tackles the core and most divisive 
legal problem of whether or not the laws relating to arms control and relevant 
norms of international law provide substantive restrictions upon the transfer 
of small arms by states. 

Dr. Zeray Yihdego is a Research Fellow in Law at Oxford Brookes University; 
he earned a PhD. at Durham, an LL.M at Cambridge and an LLB (Horn) in 
Ethiopia. He has been teaching law in both Ethiopia and the United Kingdom 
and has served in the Ethiopian Federal Police and the Ethiopian Customs 
Authority at various levels. 

Nov07 380pp Hbk 9781841 137469 US$100 

Select Proceedings of 
the European Society 
of International Law 
Volume I 2006 

Edited by 
Emmanuelle Jouannet, 
Helene Ruiz-Fabri and 
Vincent Tomkiewicz 

This series is dedicated to the proceedings that arise from the 
bi-ennial conference of the European Society of International Law / 
Societe" europeenne de droit international. 

Volume 1 presents the highlights of the Paris Conference 2006, 
and die papers are evenly divided between English and French language 
contributions. It is envisaged that this will be the first volume of a series, 
with future volumes following on from each major ESIL/SEDI event. 

Emmanuelle Jouannet is Professor of International Law at the 
University of Paris I (Pantheon-Sorbonne) and Subsidiary-director of the 
CERDINdeParisI. 
Helene Ruiz-Fabri is Professor of international law at the University of Paris I. 
She is also Director of the Institute of comparative studies of Paris and 
Vice-President of the European Society of International Law. 
Vincent Tomkiewicz is Maitre de Conferences in International Law at the 
University ofNice-Sophia Antipolis 

Dec 07 372pp Pbk 9781841 136882 US$90 

Forced Migration, Human Rights 
and Security 
Edited by Jane McAdam 

The international protection regime for refugees and other forced migrants 
seems increasingly at risk as measures designed to enhance security—of 
borders, of people, of institutions, and of national identity—encroach upon 
human rights. This timely edited collection responds to some of the 
contemporary challenges faced by the international protection regime, with 
a particular focus on the human rights of those displaced. The book begins 
by assessing the impact of anti-terrorism laws on refugee status, both at the 
international and domestic levels, before turning to examine the function of 
offshore immigration control mechanisms and extraterritorial processing on 
asylum seekers' access to territory and entitlements (both procedural and 
substantive). It considers the particular needs and rights of children as 
forced migrants, but also as children; the role of human rights law in 
protecting religious minorities in the context of debates about national 
identity; the approaches of refugee decision-makers in assessing the 
credibility of evidence; and the scope for an international judicial 
commission to provide consistent interpretative guidance on refugee law, 
so as to overcome (or at least diminish) the currently diverse and 
sometimes conflicting approaches of national courts. 

Drjane McAdam is a Senior Lecturer and Director of 
International Law Programs in the Faculty of Law at the 
University of New South Wales, Australia. 

Feb 08 296pp Hbk 9781841137704 US$70 

Published by Hart Publishing Oxford, UK. Distributors in the US: ISBS, 920 NE 58th Ave, Suite 300, Portland, OR, 97213-3786, USA 

Tel +1503 287 3093 Fax +1503 280 8832 E-mail orders@isbs.com 
Order Online www.hartpublishingusa.com Website for customers outside US: www.hartpub.co.uk 
Hart Publishing Ltd. Is registered In England No. 3307205 

HART 
PUBLISHING 
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New from Oxford University Press 

INTERNATIONAL LAW IN THE 
U.S. LEGAL SYSTEM 

CURTIS BRADLEY, The Richard and 

Marcy Horvitz Professor of Law, 

Duke University School of Law 

Decodes the often complicated ways 
that international law operates within 
the United States legal system and 
sheds light on unresolved issues and 
areas of controversy. 

256 pages 2008 
978-0-19-532859-2 cloth $75.00 

THE DECOLONIZATION 

OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 

State Succession and the Law of 
Treaties 

MATTHEW CRAVEN, University of 

London 

This book argues that the tensions and 
ambiguities that run throughout suc
cession are best understood by looking 
at the relationship between discourses 
on state succession, decolonization, and 
imperial ambition within the frame
work of international law. 
(Oxford Monographs in International Law) 
2008 350 pages 
978-0-19-921762-5 cloth $110.00 

INTERNATIONAL LAW 

VAUGHAN LOWE, Oxford University 

This book explores the scope and 
function of international law, and 
explains how it helps to underpin our 
international, political and economic 
systems. It then examines the wider 
theoretical implications of international 
law's role in modern society. 
(Clarendon Law Series) 
2007 250 pages 
978-0-19-923083-9 cloth $95.00 

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE 
DIVIDE BETWEEN NATIONAL 
AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 

ANDRE NOLLKAEMPER and JANNE 

E. NIJMAN, University of Amsterdam 

This book contributes to our under
standing of one of the most pressing 
issues of modern international law: the 
relationship between the international 
legal order and the domestic legal 
orders of over 190 sovereign states. 
2007 250 pages 
978-0-19-923194-2 cloth $115.00 

REGULATING JURISDICTIONAL 
RELATIONS BETWEEN 
NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL COURTS 

YUVAL SHANY, Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem 

Provides lawyers and academics with a 
'tool kit' of measures which should be 
employed in cases involving jurisdic
tional interactions between national 
and international courts. 
(International Courts and Tribunals Series) 
2007 230 pages 
978-0-19-921179-1 cloth $110.00 

INTERNATIONAL TERRITORIAL 
ADMINISTRATION 

How Trusteeship and The Civilizing 
Mission Never Went Away 

RALPH WILDE, University of London 

This new history of international 
trusteeship raises important questions 
about the role of international law and 
organizations in facilitating relations of 
domination and tutelage, and necessi
tates a re-evaluation of the current sig
nificance of self-determination. 
(Oxford Monographs in International Law) 
2008 304 pages 
978-0-19-927432-1 cloth $99.00 

OXPORD 
• R S I T Y I ' R H S S 

To order, please call 1-866-445-8685 Visit our web site at www.oup.com/us. 
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slew from Oxford University Press 

freedom from Poverty 

IPLOMATIC PROTECTION 

4ITTHARANJAN EAMERASINGHE, 
stitute de Droit International; 
rmer Judge, UN Tribunal 

his book offers a juristic exposition 
id analysis of diplomatic protection, 
eludes a history of the subject, and 
larts the development of diplomatic 
otection conceived as an institution 
international law. 

xford Monographs in International Law) 
'08 300 pages 
8-0-19-921238-5 cloth $ 110.00 

GLOBAL COMMUNITY 
YEARBOOK, 2007 
The Global Community Yearbook 
offers lawyers and international legal 
scholars complete coverage of the 
major international courts and tri
bunals throughout 
the past year. 

2008 Volume 1 978-0-19-534184-3 
$110.00 
2008 Volume 2 978-0-19-534185-0 
$110.00 
This full set includes volumes from 2001 
through 2006. 
March 2002 Price $1,111 
11 volumes 978-0-379-21475-8 

To subscribe to the series and receive future updates, 
please contact customer service 

BUYING SOCIAL JUSTICE 
Equality, Government Procurement & 
Legal Change 

CHRISTOPHER MCCRUDDEN, Oxford 
University 

Buying Social Justice analyzes how 
governments in developed and devel
oping countries use their contracting 
power in order to advance social equali
ty and reduce discrimination, and 
argues that this approach is an entirely 
legitimate and efficient means of 
achieving social justice. 
2007 400 pages 
978-0-19-923242-0 cloth $200.00 
978-0-19-923243-7 paper $50.00 

FREEDOM FROM POVERTY AS A 
HUMAN RIGHT 
Who Owes What to the Very Poor? 

Edited by THOMAS P0GGE, 
Columbia University 

Collected here in one volume are fif
teen cutting-edge essays by leading 
academics which clarify and defend the 
claim that freedom from poverty is a 
human right with corresponding bind
ing obligations on the more affluent to 
practice effective poverty avoidance. 
2007 425 pages 
978-0-19-922631-3 cloth $99.00 
978-0-19-922618-4 paper $27.95 

GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
World Poverty and the Development of 
International Law 

MARG0T E. SALOMON, London 
School of Economics and Political 
Science 

Foreword by STEPHEN P. MARKS 

Offers a detailed examination of the 
historically controversial right to devel
opment and reflects the importance of 
the right to development onto the criti
cal challenge of poverty in the 21st 
century. 
2008 250 pages 
978-0-19-928442-9 cloth $110.00 

JUSTICE 
A Reader 

MICHAEL J. SANDEL, Harvard 
University 

"This book reveals Sandels secret 
recipe for enthralling students with 
timeless questions of law, justice, and 
morality in a decidedly contemporary 
context."—Anita L. Allen, University 
of Pennsylvania Law School. 

432 pages 2007 
978-0-19-533511-8 
978-0-19-533512-5 

cloth $99.00 
paper $34.95 
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REGIONAL PROTECTION OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS 

DINAH SHELTON, George 
Washington University 

"This book is a welcome addition to 
the International Human Rights canon 
and a crowning achievement. It will be 
an invaluable desk reference for any 
student, scholar or practitioner of inter
national human rights."—Beth Van 
Schaack, Santa Clara University School of 

Law. 
2008 1912 pages 
978-019-5-33-339-8 cloth $195.00 

HUMAN RIGHTS IN AFRICA 
National and International Protection 

FRANSVIU0EN, University of 
Pretoria, South Africa 

Provides a comprehensive analytical 
overview of human rights in Africa, 
dealing particularly with the regional 
system of human rights protection that 
has evolved since the African Charter 
on Human and Peoples Rights came 

into force in 1986. 
2007 350 pages 
978-0-19-921858-5 cloth $110.00 

INTERNATIONAL 
CRIMINAL 

LAW 

Antonio Cassese 

UNIVERSAL MINORITY RIGHTS 
A Commentary on the Jurisprudence of 
International Courts and Treaty Bodies 

MARC WELLER, Cambridge 
University 

Universal Minority Rights brings 
together, for the first time, the full set 
of all regional and international 
jurisprudence from courts and treaty 
bodies concerned with issues of minor
ity rights. Through an exhaustive, com
parative analysis of principles and sub
stantive rules, the commentary provides 
an invaluable reference point for the 
development of minority protection. 

504 pages 2008 
978-0-19-920851-7 cloth $99.00 

Winner of the Wolfgang Friedmann 
Memorial Award for outstanding contri
butions to the field of international law. 

THE HUMAN DIMENSION OF 

INTERNATIONAL LAW 
Selected Papers of Antonio Cassese 

ANTONIO CASSESE, University of 
Florence 

PAOLA GAETA, University of 
Florence, and SALVATORE ZAPPALA, 
University of Catania 

By gathering together the most impor
tant writings of one of the preeminent 
figures in contemporary international 
criminal justice, this collection provides 
not only the definitive statement of 
Cassese s thought, but a unique insight 

into some of the key developments in 
international law over the last quarter 
of the twentieth century. 
2008 700 pages 
978-0-19-923291-8 cloth $130.00 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL 
LAW 
A Critical Restatement 

ALEXANDER ZAHAR, International 
Criminal Tribunal for the former 
Yugoslavia, and GORAN SLUITER, 
University of Amsterdam 

An essential guide to the relatively 
recent, but rapidly growing field of 
international criminal justice. The book 
explains the tribunals' place in the 
international legal order, and their rela
tionships with - and ramifications for -

national jurisdictions. 
2007 600 pages 
978-0-406-95904-1 paper $95.00 

THE PROHIBITION OF 
PROPAGANDA FOR WAR IN 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 

MICHAEL KEARNEY, University of York 

In proposing a more robust role for 
international law, the book analyzes 
the context in which international law 
first came to be concerned with prop
aganda for war in the years since 
World War One. 

2008 300 pages 
978-0-19-923245-1 cloth $120.00 

OXFORD 
U N I V K R S I 1 Y PKKSS 
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slew from Oxford University Press 
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F L U N D K M 
Confronting 

Global Terrorism 
lhi-'lr.imnv<wfeofA!Acridtir3J«'lMRikf[¥ 

10HIBITING PLUNDER 
>w Norms Change 

AYNE SANDHOLTZ, University of 
jlifornia, Irvine 

'his book offers a significant theoreti-
! contribution, as well as a fascinating 
storical analysis of changing norms of 
irtime plunder." —Professor Susan K. 
II, Director, Institute for Global and 
ternational Studies 

')'/ 352 pages 

8 0-19-533723-5 cloth $60.00 

0NFRONTING GLOBAL 
ERRORISM AND AMERICAN 
EO-CONSERVATISM 
ie Framework of a Liberal Grand 
rategy 

)M FARER, University of Denver 

iberal intellectuals and political lead-
s have been slow to articulate a grand 
rategy informed by liberal values for 
•nfronting these issues surrounding 
obal terrorism. This book outlines 
ie framework of a liberal strategy, and 
:poses the costs of the neo-conserva-
/e alternative that has driven US for-
gn policy since 9/11. 
ollected Courses of the Academy of 
iropean Law) 
08 300 pages 
8-019953-4722 cloth $120.00 
8-0-19-953473-9 paper $50.00 

THE HANDBOOK OF 
HUMANITARIAN LAW IN 
ARMED CONFLICTS 
Second Edition 

DIETER FLECK, Former Director for 
International Agreements & Policy, 
Federal Ministry of Defense, 
Germany 

"All national armed and auxiliary forces 
throughout the world... should obtain 
this Handbook and distribute it as 
widely as possible."—The Lawyers 
Review 
2008 775 pages 
978-0-19-923250-5 cloth $180.00 

A LEGAL GEOGRAPHY OF 
YUGOSLAVIA'S 
DISINTEGRATION 

ANA S. TRBOVICH, Director of the 
Center for European Integration and 
Public Administration, Belgrade, 
Serbia 

"This scholarly work is a valuable addi
tion to the existing literature on the 
still unfolding disintegration of 
Yugoslavia. Policy makers and scholars 
will benefit from reading it." —Peter 
Radan, Macquarie University 
2007 438 pages 
978-019533-3435 cloth $75.00 

DIGEST OF UNITED STATES 
PRACTICE 

DIGEST OF UNITED STATES 
PRACTICE 

IN INTERNATIONAL LAW SERIES 
SALLY J. CUMMINS, Office 
of the Legal Adviser, United States 
Department of State 

"No international law library is 
adequate without it." 

—Davis Robinson, Former Legal Adviser 
to the United States Department of State 

VOLUMES AVAILABLE 

DIGEST OF UNITED STATES PRACTICE 
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW, 2006 
2007 1432 pages 
978-0-19-533948-2 cloth $145.00 

DIGEST OF UNITED STATES PRACTICE 
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW, 2005 
2007 1270 pages 
978-0-935-32899-8 $145.00 

DIGEST OF UNITED STATES PRACTICE 
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW, 2004 
2006 1280 pages 
978-0-935-32898-1 $145.00 

DIGEST OF UNITED STATES PRACTICE 
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW CUMULA
TIVE INDEX 

2007 500 pages 
978-0-19-533947-5 cloth $145.00 
Contact customer service to receive future 
volumes automatically 
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Announcing the publication of: 

WHO'S WHO 
IN PUBLIC 

INTERNATIONAL LAW 
with a foreword by 

Professor Sir Elihu Lauterpacht, CBE, QC 

• A new and unique reference work specifically focussed on public 
international lawyers. 

• An invaluable aid in the selection of international judges and 
arbitrators, as well as in the identification of practising lawyers 
with experience and status in the field. 

• Presents the details of persons of standing and experience in the 
field of contemporary public international law. 

Over 600 entries with a Table of Special Interests 
listing the areas of international law in which the 

participants specialise. 

Covers judges, arbitrators, counsel or legal advisers of States and international 
organisations, academics and members of 

international legislative and supervisory bodies. 

An indispensable work of reference for libraries worldwide, law courts, legal firms, 
law schools and reference libraries generally. 

The work will be regularly updated. 

Price: £80 (US$160) Case bound ISBN 978-0-9555974-0-4 

Crestwall Ltd, PO Box 319, Cambridge CB3 9ZJ, UK. 
Telephone +44 1223 740 498 

Copies may be purchased from bookshops, library suppliers, by telephone 
or online at www.crestwall.com 
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HeinOnline has changed international legal research forever! 

Foreign Relations of the United States 
The Foreign Relations of the United States series 
presents the official documentary historic^§*record of 
major U.S. foreign policy decisions andflikjnificant 
diplomatic activity. 

The series is produced by the State DerJartment's 
Office of the Historian and is comprised of more than 
350 volumes. 

Foreign Relations began in 1861 during Abraham 
Lincoln's administration and continues until the 
administration of Richard Nixon in 1975. 

This collection offers researchers a rare glimpse into 
the history of this great nation's foreign policies and 
decisions. Legal scholars of all professions will 
find value in this resourceful series. 

Foreign and International Resources 
Database (FILRD) 
With FILRD, researchers are now able to easily search 
or browse online through some of the world's best 
international law publications, including in-depth 
coverage of publications from ASIL, prominent 
Yearbooks from around the world, the Hague 
Permanent Court of International Justice Series and 
other publications from dozens of highly respected 
publishers. 

Already there are nearly 675 volumes available, that's 
over 500,000 pages of invaluable legal research 
information at your fingertips. Future content releases 
will only continue to enhance this unique database! 
International legal research has never hi^KLi'M, 
easier or more affordable! 
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ent is image-based (PDF), searchable, prihtabfe, 

rorri inception and affordable for every institutlbnl 
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HeinOnline 
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DON'T DELAY, ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY! 

Audio recordings 
of ASIL's 101st 

Annual Meeting 

Purchase this CD to have access to 
the sessions you want and download 
the MP3 files. 

To order, visit ASIL's 
website at www.asil.org. 

If you have any questions, please 
contact the ASIL Service Center at 
+1 -781 -876-8844 or services@asil.org. 

Special pricing for 101st 

Annual Meeting attendees 

Price for non-attendees $149 

Order today! 
J International Law 
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A team of experienced librarians and legal research experts is working for you, and you 

didn't even know it. Better yet, you can call on them 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

The EISIL team has broken down the complicated world of researching international 

law into 13 broad categories covering 300 international law topics. At www.eisil.org, 

you'll have easy access to: 

• Primary source documents such as treaties and agreements. 

• Information for cite checking international legal materials for articles, briefs, and 

working papers. 

• The best web sites and other tools for doing further research on an international 

topic. 

Research that used to take days or hours and required an extensive library can now be 

done in minutes! 

Try it. EISIL is fast, easy and FREE. Your team of researchers is waiting. 

Check out EISIL today at www.eisil.org 

E^ 1 ̂ 9 1 ̂ ^ 
Electronic Information System for International Law 

EISIL was developed by the American Society of International Law under a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L L A W 

100 WAYS 
IT SHAPES OUR LIVES 

Many find international law abstract and static. Topics such as war 
and peace or relationships between countries are considered by 
some to be not so much questions of law, but of power and influence. 
Others question the existence of international law. 

International Law: 100 Ways It Shapes Our Lives was conceived 
from the proposition that international law not only exists, but also 
penetrates more deeply and broadly into everyday life than is generally 
recognized. Some ways are of relatively recent vintage, while others 
are long-standing. 100 examples were identified by ASIL members, 
vetted by a smaller group of experts, and organized into seven 
chapters: 1) daily life; 2) leisure; 3) travel; 4) commerce 5) health 
and the environment; 6) personal liberty; 7) public safety and global 
security. 

Join us in demonstrating how international law shapes our lives by 

• Visiting 100 Ways at 
http://www.asillOO.org/ways.html; 

• Using it in teaching and 
general civic education 
programs; 

• Adding ways to the list; and 

• Sharing your experiences 
using International Law: 100 
Ways It Shapes Our Lives. 

We hope that this creative and 
interactive project will help 
demonstrate the diversity and 
the centrality of international 
law to our lives today. 
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ASIL 

Always (mowing what date and time it Is 

anywhere a * the planet. 

lion of the prime meridian and 

. {vm international agreement at 

; 1.884). The 

: latter was updated to "universal time" in 1928, and 

subsequent technical agreements-have refined the 

definition further. 

Mailing * tetter reliably and easily to anyone In 

the world. 
• : 

I M specified postal rates in one country 

would satisfy delivery requirements in alt countries 

(the Constitution of the Universal Postal union, 1964). 

nred safety * 

•.taneifliris ins- automobiles, 

sneeming the Establishing ot 

ions for Wheeled Vehicles, 

lieh Can Be Fitted and/or 

Betng able to call Arkansas, Missouri, or most of 

Montana home. 

• . 

Placing and receiving telephone calls worldwide. 

^rioftat communication network 

and by rp«K.'hw>i5 an int<»m;tnorai ;-i#iH;!iK;nt preventing 

national claims to the geostationary orott. See 

:on«Jtut»on of what ia now called the 

mications Union, the oldest 

imargovornmontal organ&ation, and (he Treaty on 

Principles Governing ih< ^cttvshes ot States in the 

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the 
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Knowing that a second la the a 
time every whore In the world. 

8y setting internationally recognized standards, 

particularly the Decision of the 13th General 

Conference on Weight's and Measures (1967), under 

the auspices of the International Office of Weights and 

Measures (est. 1875). 

Using the same software on 

-*«•*,«. B 
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By providing rights of distribution, copyright, and 

rental to authors of computer programs via the Worid 

Intellectual Property Organisation Copyright Treaty 

(1996). 

Setting ail up-to-date woathor forecast about 

your destination before you travel. 

Ry ht-siefiting fiom international rules fnr the 

collection and dissemination of worldwide weather 

data, as provided for by the Convention o( the 

World Meteorological Organization (1947) and the 

Inter national THeainimunicatiiin Convention (1937). 

Watching now* and events from around the world 
on television, 

As a result of the international convention 

providing equal access to the international satellite 

communications network, as stated In Resolution 

1721 (XVI) of the General Assembly of the United 

Nations (1961). 

Listening to a BBC program on your radio. 

By following regulations, implemented by the 

Internationa! Teiewimi minuet inn Union, that provide 

for shared use of the radio spectrum and assign 

positions for communication satellites, building from 

the International Telegraph Convention (1865). 
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